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ROYAL AIR CWAIT EST.ABLJSH-,NT, F ARBOROUGH

A Study of Azimuth Guidance and Control
for the Vernier Stage of Blue Streak

by

R. H. Merson, B.A.

and

J. M. Howl, B.A.

SUWMARY

A control system in azimuth based on a small swivelling jet is proposed
for the vernier stage of the medium range ballistic missile Blue Streak.
This control system is applicable to both inertia and radar guidance systems,
the measured error quantity being essentially the azimuth component of the
deviation of the missile flight path from the line joining missile and target.

The jet has to be sufficiently small to avoid a missile speed error at
cut-off. This leads to a relatively small available deflecting force in
azimuth and, to make full use of this, a system with a high loop gain and
limited error input is proposed, stabilization being obtained with heading
and heading rabe feedback. The input limits and gains are chosen so that,
in effect, the missile heading is limited within prescribed bounds.

The performance of the system has been studied on an analogue simulator
under assumptions of constant missile parameters and the usual small angle
approximations. It is shown that, with proper choice of control coefficients,
the system is very little worse than an ideal. infinitely stiff, system with
the same heading limitation.

The steady state error due to heading gyro wander is considered, and for
the missile parameters used is thought to be tolerable.

The effects of the data sampling and computer time lag relevant to the
radar guidanoe system have been studied and it is shown that sampling periods
and time lags up to about i seoond have no material effect on the control
system.
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I Introduction

The controlled. flight of the medium range ballistic missile, Blue
Streak, can be divided into two propulsion stages. During the first or
main propulsion stage, the missile is boosted to a velocity of about
18,000 ft/sen at a height of some 100 n. miles. The overall noise in the
control system during this sta e may be too large for (a) sufficiently
accurate azimuth control, and (b) sufficiently accurate cut-off timing.
Provision is therefore being made for a second propulsion stage, the vernier
stage, using small auxiliary motors. During this stage the noise level will
be lower ia the problems of removing the residual azimuth errors and
effeting the correct "cut-off" are simplified.

Control of the missile throughout the propulsion stages is obtained
solely by swivelling the jets. During the main stage the control problem
is complicated by the rapidly varying conditions of speed., mass, and aero-
dynamic forces on the missile, During the vernier stage, however, which is
virtually in vaouo, the aerodynamic forces are negligible and the variations
in speed and mass of the missile are very small. For this reason, the
problem of azimuth control during the vernier stage has been tackled first,
and this note deals with the design and simulator study of a suitable con-
trol system.

As will be shown, this study is relevant to both inertia and radar
guidance systems, In the case of the radar system, further work is included
on the effect of computer lags and the intermittent nature of the error
signal.

2 Equations of motion

In Fig.1 Ox and Oy are taken as reference space axes in the azimuth
plane. The axis of the missile makes an angle * (heading angle) with Ox,
and the thrust, P, acting at a distance 4 to the rear of the centre of
grav.ity, makes ali angle 4 with the missile axis. The tangent to the
flight path makes an angle 1 with Ox and the target direction makes
an angle *T with Ox. Let m be the mass of the missile, B its lateral
moment of inertia and v the magnitude of its velocity component in the
azimuth plane.

The equations of motion then are:-

:i P o s (*+) 01

= P sin( ) (2)

Bt = - Pt, sin (3)

= v Cos *m( )

These can be reduced by eliminating x and y. Differentiating
equations (4) and (5) and substituting for M 5, -11 equations (1) and (2):

m ( cos *.-v*m sin ) P cos (#j.) (6)

im ( r sin *,+ V Cos ,) sin (*) (7)
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whence Cos (1+i*m)m

and - (9)

and from equation (3),

si. (1.0)

Equations (8) to (10) describe the motion of the missile in response to a
given jet deflection . However, they are unnecessarily complicated for the
order of investigation initially required. The following assumptions are
therefore made:-

(i) and3 (im) are sufficiently small f or sin r.. sin (*r- to

be replaced by , (' +;-im)"

(ii) B are constant.mv B

P.

(From equation (8) and the small angle approximation, ; $v, so that the

former assumption is equivalent to - = constant.)
V

With these assumptions, the equations of motion reduce to:-

Km =  (4--1m)l (i1)

• I i. . (12)

where T is measured in seconds and wo  is measured in radians/seoond, and

1P

w2 I't

For the present study the values Ti 2000 sees, wo = I rad/sec, were taken.

These could represent, for example, a missile with a thrust-to-mass ratio of
i, a speed of 16,000 ft/sec, and a moment of inertia (taking B * m42)
corresponding to a uniform thin rod of half-length = 24 ft.

3 Guidance and control equations

In the case of the inertia guidance system and one possible method of
radar guidance computation, the measured error quantity is the line error, AL,
at the target, assuming the missile were to continue along its present flight
path (Fig.2).
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Thus,

AL R

where R is the range to go.
Now P changes by'perhaps 100 miles durirg the vernier stage, that is

to say by perhaps % of its value at out-off. For the present purpose it can
therefore be considered constant, and *-* , is proportional to the line
error AL

In the case of another proposed method of radar guidance computation,
the azimuth error is measured as the lateral velocity component Perpendicular
to the desired velocity direction, that is to say, v sin (*-*T). But,
since v may be considered constant and sin (*m -*T) * -Mm*T, it follows
that %- is again an adequate representation of the error measurement.

Thus the two methods of guidance in azimuth are identical; in the
inertia case, however, the estimation of the line error AL is possible
only if the missile is close to a predetermined trajectory, while in the
radar system there is no such restriction.

In practice, the measured value of (L- T) will lag the true value,
either accidentally, because of instrument Tags, or purposefully, to intro-
duce smoothing.

Let be the output of the error measuring system, i.e. the guidanoe
system, and assume that this system has a linear lag with time aonstant To.

The guidance equation then takes the form:-

(13)
= @ say.

In the case of a ground computer for measuring (*T-.i) this is not a
realistic approach, but as already mentioned, the effect of finite time delays
is considered in a later section.

The proposed control equation, in general terms, is:-

Y *D) + K2 * r+ KL()D Y-
in the usual notation.

Here # and its derivative, are assumed to be measured by
heading and/or rate gyros in the missile. The bandwidth of the
motor-swivelling servos is assumed to extend beyond the highest frequencies
likely to be encountered in the missile behaviour. This is reasonable since
the system frequencies are relatively low.

A simple block diagram of the complete system is shown in Fig.3, and a
representation of the linearized equations in Fig.4.

-6-
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4 Limit on missile heading angle

In this note the term "heading angle" is occasionally used in contexts
where it might be thought preferable to use the term directional error, the
latter term being defined, in this context, as (*-*T). However, if it is
assumed. that the heading. gyro datum is parallel to the target direction
(within a few degrees) then the heading angle, ,Y, as measured by the gyro, is a
sufficiently good estimate of the directional error, (4-i). In a radar
guided system it is desirable to limit the directional error so that its magni-
tude does not exceed say 300. However, in the simulation of such a system,
with * = 0, it is the heading angle , which is limited, so that this is
the situation treated in the analysis.

5 Preliminary analysis - the ideal system

The main object of the vernier stage (apart from cut-off adjustment) is to
eliminate azimuthal errors as quickly as possible, at the same time avoiding
large heading and jet angles. This means that the oontrol system will be
highly non-linear, and a linear analysis is not sufficient.

Some insight into the problem may be obtained by considering a system
which we may call the ideal one. Let us suppose that * is limited in magni-
tude to the value *max. Then in order to obtain the best response to a step
in t (which is equivalent to having an initial lateral velocity error), the
best that can be done is to put on the maximum heading angle as rapidly as
possible in order to obtain the maximum lateral acceleration, hold this heading
until the lateral velocity is correct (i.e. *, = 0), and then reduce the head-
ing. rapidly to a small value. This is illustrated in Fig.5.

Since * starts ideally with a step, 4 (proportional to T) is a
second-order 6-function. The angular error, iS, ideally decreases linearly
to zero, for when = *max, 0 = 0, * << * and therefore * I/T1 . imax
from equation (11); hence, from equation (13), since # is constant,

4: P
8 r T I max, _v*a

The rate of reduction of error is thus approximately proportional to the
maximum permissible heading-to-flight path angle, and to the thrust-to-mass
ratio.

It will be seen later that equation (15) is very nearly realised in

practice.

6 The control equation

In order to achieve a system which approaches the ideal one, we are led
to a control equation involving heading and rate of change of heading,
together with a very high loop gain in the guidance loop and a limit on the
guidance input.

Thus:-

= JY -x (D) *~(16a)

for' 1Y1(D) #'~I A

and (SE0b)
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D (the demanded jet angle) is the input to the jet servos; if it is
assumed that the achieved jet angle is limited by mechanical stope to +VL,
then

for (17a)

and frr (17b)

neglecting the servo lags, as stated previously.

7 Preliminary choice of parameters

The stability of the system must be considered in the 'wo separate cases
of settling to the maximum heading angle (the 'non-linear' settling), and the
final linear settling.

Considering the settling to the maximum heading angle, when the jet
deflection is off the limits but IY1(D) *1 > A, we have

K, A + K2 +K3 (18)
w

0

which is a linear differential equation in *, with the steady state heading
K A .1

anle ~r~± ,undamped angular frequency w K 2, and da.mpingS3
tK2wo

ratio, u= w .

3
Now we. require a steady state l and a damping ratio of 0.8,

max
say, which gives the relations:-

K6a (19)
Y3

1.6 K 2

and w0  w2  
* (20)

WO w 2

Consider now the final stage, taking Y, (D) : 1.

The equations are

- WO2  (21)

and -x K 4rm)Ir+s

Eliminating and 4 m one obtains
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2~o w K2 2] Y ° 2
- (D *  + KOD(2(DD D , 1+ T,

where D a a

The stability polynomial is thus a cubic:-

Sic K 1 1  , h trs P, T p , and T1 , can
be neglected for the present purpose, leaving the simpler form:-

2 ~ 2

P+ (wo 2  )p2 +K 3 Wo2p + ow (22

K w • 16w (
Finally, making the substitutions K3 =--v, K=,- - (~.tkn h

w wo 0damping ratio of the non-linear settling to be 0.8, as above), the stability

cubic becomes
T T(2

This cubic can be written in the form:-

22

(p2 + 2=p+ 3) (p y)

and the roots were first investigated tor the case w= I rad/se, w I tad/

sec, T1  2000 secs and various values of K1 ; the results are shown in

Figs. 6 and 7.

It will be seen that the decay times of the two modes are equal when
01 = 540. In this case the damping ratio of the oscillatory mode is about

58, which is satisfactory.

The value of w was ohosen to be equal to w0  in this analysis, which
is equivalent to an initial demand for jet angle from the guidance system just
equal to the limiting value, ? L" The effect of varying the natural frequenoy,
w, of the autopilot loop is considered in section 11.

8 The simulator arrangement

Initially a labOratory-built simulator was used, but at a later stage the
work was transferred to a i-PAC simulator. The equations set up on the simu-
lator were equations (an), (12), (v), (6) and (17), the shaping network in
equation (16) being a simple phase advance:-
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I + PTA

(P) + apTA

A block schematic of the simulator arrangement is shown in Fig.8.

It was soon found that, contrary to normal experience, the presence of
phase advance had a destabilizing effect on the system for the values of gain
used. The phase advance network was therefore by-passed, and with the para-
meter values

i = I rad/sec.; T, = 2000 sec; To =14 see;

= 1; 1 = .6; K = 550; NA

the siT Llator records 'shown in Figo9 were obtained in response to an initial
step in I of magnitude 0. 003 rado

These results confirm the rough paper analysis given above, and show that

the system can be satisfactorily damped.

Purther records, all in response to a 0.003 rad step in *T' showing the
effect of different initial conditions, are given in Fig.10. The control para-
meters have the same values as given above.

In Appendix I the system is considered from the frequency response point

of view, and an analysis of the effect of phase advance is given.

9 The time taken to reduce an initial error

In the ideal system (section 4 and Fig.5) an initial flight path error
is reduced linearly with time, and from equation (15) it is seen that the
time required to reduce to zero an initial error, *,, is

IsT, (24)

In practice with. T= 2000 sees and using the "optimum" damping arrange.-
ment as above, it was found from the simulator work that the time required is
about 4 sees more than that given by equation (24).

The simulator results are compared with those for the ideal system in

Fig.11.

10 Steady state errors

The use of heading angle feedback in the inner loop means that steady
sta te errors can occur due to (i) changes in the target direction, and
(ii) gyro drift.

Let ' be the measured value of * which replaces * in equations
S16, and let t,- A, the gyro drift angle. Then from equations (11),
12), (13) and t16), using the suffix s to denote steady state oonditions,

0 i

tTs ms *.s
- tO - .

-S10
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It follows that the steady state flight path error is

K1+K s + A).(25)

Thus if the gyro axis is along the assumed sight-line at launch, {*s

represents the change in the sight-line during the controlled flight and A*S
represents the steady gyro drift. In theory a correction could be made for the
first part of the error, but in practice the change in the sight-line is likely
to be, at most, a few minutes of are, whereas the gyro error may be a few
degrees.

Also, K >> K3  and so, approximately,

(er

From Fig.2, the line error due to this is

AL w R. V . (26)

where R is the range from cut-off to impact.

For example, if K3 = 1 p = 500, R = 2000 n. miles, then a gyro drift
of 70 would cause a line error, AL, of about n. mile.

The factor a will be called the ERIFT FACTOR.
K,

1i The inner loop gain

In the work described so far the inner loop gain, K3 , has been arbitrarilv
fixed so that w, the natural angular frequency of the autopilot loop, was
equal to we. The effect of varying K3 can be studied by considering the
stability cubic equation (23) again. T 3we assume, as in section 7, that a
suitable criterion for the choice of K1 is equal distribution of the total
damping between the two modes, i.e. a = y, this leads to a determinate value
of K1. The equations to be solved are

TI

P W2 (27)
Y 2

These have been solved for various values of w, with w0  I rad/sec
and T, = 2000 sees, the results being shown in Figs. 12, 13 and 14.

It will be seen that the available damping is virtually independent of w,

but that, as w is increased, the gain N and the angular frequency, ,

of the qutdratio mode increase, but the damping ratio, 7, decreases. The

drift factor improves as w increases.
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The effect of increased inner loop gain on the overall system was
studied on the simulator, and a simulator record is shown in Fig.15 for the
case K3 = 3, K 2  3.46, K1 

= 2,800. It will be seen that there is no
improvement on the previous records, so that the only advantage of a higher
gain appears to be some improvement in the drift factor. A disadvantage of
a high gain which has not yet been studied in detail is the effect of natural
vibrations of the missile on the measurement of t and I°

12 Intermittent guidance

In the case of the radar guidance system, the guidance information is
not available continuously but only at specified intervals of time. The
information may also be late to the extent of one time interval unless
special prediction computation is done by the ground computer. The effect of
this sampling and time delay has been studied theoretically and on the simu-
lator, and details are given in Appendices II, III and IV. In this part of
the study the thrust-to-mass ratio of the missile during the vernier stage
was assumed to be -g rather than 14g, the former being a more recent estimate

of a realistic value for . The main conolusion is that the proposed

control system is satisfactory if the sampling interval anr time delay are
less than about 1 sec. This appears to be well within current estimates of
the computer time delay.

13 Results and conclusions

(i) It has been shown by simulator work and paper analysis that a simple
control system involving heading and heading rate feedback, and with limits
on the azimuth angular error input, can be used for the contxol in azimuth
during the vernier stage. A relativeLy high gain system is recommended in
order to make full use of the available correcting thrust.

(ii) If K, K, , K2 are the coefficients of flight path error j,
herAig angle *, and heading rate 6 respeotively, the recommended values
are Y= 0.27 Trads/rad, Y,2  . -6/o rads /rad/seo, K3  i ra/rad, were

missile momentum (in seos)

Tthrust (ise)
assumed
constant

2 thrust X moment arm (. e-2)
We moment of inertia _ see)

(iii) With the above control coefficients the time taken to reduce to
zero an initial error, y., in the flight path is

where %ax is the maximum allowable heading angle and 8t is approximately
4 sees when T1 = 2000 sees (see Fig.1i).

(iv) The use of the heading term in the control equation leads to steady
state flight path errors, and hence to a resultant line error, due to gyro
drift. The resultant line error, AL, due to a gyro drift of As is
given by

A L R . A #8

C 12 -
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where R is the range from out-off to impact.

Thus if T, = 2000 sees and R = 2000 n. miles, a gyro drift of7r
causes a line error of about 1- n. mile.

(v), From (ii.), (iii) and (iv), it is seen that if the thrust-to-inass
ratio is reduced, the time to correct an initial error will be longer, but the
line error due to gyro drift will be less.

(vL) The effect of sampling the flight path error at intervals of T sees
and the effect of a finite delay, r, in the correcting signal, have been
studied for the case T1 = 4000 sees, wO = r rad/sec (corresponding to the
latest estimate of thrUst-to-aass ratio of g/8, as mentioned in seotion 12).
Provided the gain K1 is slightly reduced below the value given by (ii) above,
the sampling and time delay have virtually no effect up to v se.

14 Further work

(i) It is proposed to extend the investigation of azimu.th control to the
main stage, where the variation of mass, speed. etc. cannot be
neglected.

(ii) The effect of (a) flexual oscillations and (b) fuel sloshing on the
control system will have to be studied.

(iii) Work is to be done on the effects on the control system of various
kinds of "noise", and oa the data smoothing required to minmise such
effects.
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APPENDIX I

Frequency response analysis

Taking the Lap ce transforms of equations (11), (12), (13) and (14),

p2- = +

p2T = W2o (28)

(i+Tp)i4 I
K1 Y1 (p). + (K2 p +K 3 )'.

Eliminating from the first two equations

2 2

p2 (t+Tt p)

Henoe subs+ituting for , in terms of m and for jr in terms

m
of *e in the final equation the open-loop transfer function is obtained,
namely

- K 1(p)(p
2 -WO

2 )
S (1 +Tp)(1+T1 p)(p

2+w0
2K p+w0

2 ) (29)

Y Lz.(p ), S ay.

With the figures giver in the text, name-y

0 i 2000, To =, I Y2 = 1.6, 3 1p K 550~

and with no phase advance, i -e Y1(p) 1, this gives

5.50 (

(0 p)( +ooo2p)(p ,1. 6p+)

The gain- and phase-log frequency curves for YL(jw) have been oomputed
and are shown in Figo16.

From these curves, it is seen that there is a phase margin of about 6CP,
which is ample for stability purposes.

In order to determine the effect of phase advance on the system, the
characteristic polynomial was studied.

-14-
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The characteristio polynomial is the denominator in the closed-loop

transfer function YL(P "

P 'tting

11 (P) 1 + TAP,

in equation (29), the characteristic polynomial is found to be

where

A = ToT1

1 =T 0 + TI + w06%T oT1 i KITA

= I + % (T+T 1 ) + T TI -

D w 2 K2 +o w0
2K3(T*+T1) + KITAwO2

E w 2(K3 +K)

The Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion demands that, for stability

B > 0

BO-DA > 0

(BO-nA) DB -2 > 0

With the values for wo, Ti, To, K2, K3 given above the first corlition

becomes KITA < 2800. Thus, for a given K1 , a sufficient increase in the
phase advanoe time oonstant causes instability.

For 1 - 1000, the stability condition is found to be TA < 2.0. This
system was tested on the simulator and was found to go unstable at about
TA= 1. 3. This discrepancy is due to the phase advanoe impurity which was not
cluded in the above analysis.

S
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APPENDIX II

Intermittent guidance data

II. I introduction

It has been shown that a suitable azimuth control system can be designed
for the vernier stage, provided that the guidance information is available
continuously, i.e. regarding the overall system as a continuous servo. In
the radio system, however, the guidance signal is computed on the ground by a
digital computer from data provided by a doppler-radar system. This means
that the guidance signal is not a continuous function of time but may take
only those values appropriate to each new set of input data to the computer.
Suppose that there is an interval r between each new input to the computer;
then guidance signals are available at a frequency of 1ir and the error
quantity may only be measured once in v secs. This fact means that the
system becomes, in effect, a sampling servo, and there is no guarantee that
the suggested control system will be satisfactory in these circumstances.

A second effect which arises from the use of a digital computer is the
delay introduced between measurement of the data and transmission of the
appropriate signal to the missile; in effect the information is late by the
amount of time taken to perform the computation. The effect of this delay
has been examined both on the simulator and in theory.

11.2 Intermittent data no delay

In the first instance, the effect on the missile perfoxmance of samp.ing
the information was studied, on the assumption that the delay due to computa-
tion is negligible. It is probable that the data rate available from the
computer will not be lower than I per second, and not higher than 5 per
second, so that the simulator investigation consisted of examining the missile
behaviour as the sampling period, v, varied between 115 and I. It is neces-
sary to maintain the loop closed between sampling instants by clamping the
guidance signal to the value it had at the previous sampling instant. Thus
if *c(t) is the output of the clamp and t.(t) is the guidance signal,

* -(t) = *r(nr) (n 0,1,....)

for nt < t < (n+1),r

The simulation with intermittent data has been done for a thrust-to-4mass
ratio of ig, rather than the jg used hitherto in this note, in line with more
recent thoughts on the vernier stage. As is to be expected, after the inner
loop has been appropriately adjusted, the lower available control acceleration
roughly doubles the time taken to correct an initial error. Thus, when the
error information is continuous, the time taken to correct a flight-path error
of 3 mils is approximately 30 secs rather than 16 secs as obtained previously.

The same simulator arrangement was used as in the continuous case, but
the loop was broken at X (Fig. 8) and the sampling device inserted. The
method used for simulation of the "sampling and clamping" is as described
in Ref. 1; further details are given in Appendix IV. With the para-
meters chosen to give satisfactory performance in the continuous system,
the missile response to a 3 mil step in #T was examined for r = 1/5,

= -, and - = I . It was found that the intermittent nature of
the data tends to destabilize the system slightly, but even when v
is as large as I sec, the destabilizing effect is small. This has

SE16
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been confirmed by paper analysis using the pulse transfer function' which
shows that instability is delayed until - is greater than about 16 seconds
(Appendix III).

11.3 Intermittent data with delay

The above simulation does not take account of the delay arising in the
digital computer due to the finite time required for computation, and the simu-
lator was therefore modified to include a delay of length r. where 1/v is
the sampling frequency. The method employed is described in detail in
Appendix IV.

As is to be expected, the computing delay reduces the stability of the
system. For -r I sec the .system is marked2.y oscillatory but still stable;
in Appendix III it is shown theoretioal]y that instability occurs when r is
greater than about 7 sees.

In an attempt to regain the well-damped behaviour shown in the case of
continuous data, the gain constant, KI . was varied. It was found that for each
sampling frequency, I/V, it is possible to choose an "loptimum" value for K1 ,
- the word "optinnm being used to. mean that for an initial step in * the
time of settling is a minimum - and that the value of the "optimum" KI for a
given c is very neary proportional to, r (Fig.17). Thus it appears that,
provided a suitable loop gain is chosen, the performance of the suggested con-
trol system is only slightly degraded when the error information is sampled and
delayed. Simulator records of responses to a 3 Mil step in T are given in
Figs. 18, 19.

11.4 Conclusions

I. Although sampling of the error data reduces the stability of the system,
this reduction is very small for sampling periods of up to I sec.

2. The effect of a one period delay, p in the main feedback loop is to
further reduce the stability; this effect is small for - < sec, but
becomes marked at T = 1 sec.

3. The instability caused by the introduction of the delay cn be compen-
sated for, to a large extent, by reducing the loop gain, and the necessary
reduction in loop gain is approximately proportional to the sampling
period, i.e. to the delay.

4. The system suggested for azimuth control during the vernier stage is
satisfactory even if the error data is sampled at a frequency of 1/1
samples/sec and delayed by r seos, provided that - is not more than
about i secod.

-17-
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APPENDIX III

Pulse transform ana],sis of system with intermittent data

(i) No delay

Following the method of Ref.1 we can split up the forward path of the
loop into two filters, such that information passes from the first to the
second filter only in samples.

We split up the clamp plus missile system into two components, the
first filter representing an inaginary sampling device, and the second having
the Laplace ixansform p 1 XL(p), where YL(P) is given by equation (29).
[The justification for this step is given in the first appendix of ref.i.J

Then 2 2

(1+Tp)(P +w, 2 P+wo Y3)

and so

- L(P) (W 2-p 2 )
p(I+T1 p) ( 2+w o P+w 2 

3 )

0.09375 - 0.87P 2

p4 + 1.120p3 + 0.5003p2 +0.000125p

This has the weighting function:-

W(t) Z -1 Jp-I YL,(P)J

i. e.

t

W(t) = 750 JI - 0.99 e - 0

+ e'5 6 t (0.416 cos 0,42t - 0.316 sin 0.42t)]

Thus, the weighting sequence is:-

W(nr) 75[1 0 .99 e 4000

+ e-5 6 n (0.416 os 0.42rr - 0.316 sin 0.42n)]

Now let the pulse transfer functions of the two filters be U(z) and
V(z) respectively, so that the total loop transfer function, W(z), is
given by

- 18 -
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W() = U(z) .v().

Then

v(z) 750 z Z 750 e
"11I=0 1.=0O

+ *e5 6 n'V(0.1+A6 Coo 0.4nrv 0.316 sn04nzn

1.=o

Performing the summations, we obtain:-

V(-) 750-z _ 750.zx

0.1( 2 -z(.10 0.3163)

+ o.)4A6 (z 0) 2 zt3(o.)M60 + o36
+(7,)2._2zpo + i

where

eO.5
6-r

0 cos 0-42-

S = sin 0.42ev

Then W(Z) 1(Z) . V(M)

So

W() 750(a-) + (z -2i) O.L - §(o.4 i + 0.31 6B)]
W~~~z)) _ +zo +z1 I 24

Now for stability of the closed-loop system, all the roots of the
characteristic equation of the overall transfer function must lie inside the
unit circle (Ref.1 - Appenlix I).

The characteristic equation for the overall tvansfer function,

is:-

S 19 - S
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Z3 (Vp2+O.4.ap 2 )

+ z (-p O 750(a-.1) 04(1+O) - ocp(o.4160 + 0.3168))

+ ,(=, 2O - 75o(a-.1) 2 + 0.4e + (1 a) p(o.416c, + o.3i6s))

+ (750(a-1) - - (o.4160 + 0.316s)) o

It is easily shown that to determine whether the roots of this equation
lie inside the unit circle it is only neessary to transform the interior of
the unit circle in the z-plane into the left half of the p-plane, using the
transformation (for example) :-

(Z+1 \

Then the Routh-Hurwitz criterion for roots in the left half plane can be
applied to the transformed equation.

As an approximation we set a I, except in terms containing 750(a-1);
then the coefficients of the transformed equation become:-

A0  = 750(m-1) [ 2  ao+ i)

A, = [2 + 75o-1)]p - [40 - 1500(m-i)0]P + [2 - 2250(=-l)]

A2 = [5.6 - 750(a-1)]p 2 - [4y - 1500(m-i)0]3 - [4 - 2250(o-I)]

A3 = [3.6 - 750(a-1)] + [4(y+C) - 1500(a-1)]p + [2 - 75o(=-i)]

where Y = 0.4160 + 0.3163.

Substitution of trial values for v leads to the condition for stability
that :-

T < - 16 secs for stability.

(ii) Delay ,in forward pa+h

It can be shown that when there is a delay of m periods in the error
path, the overall pulse transform becomes

-(W(Z) •
I + . W(Z)

Thus for a delay of one period, the characteristic equation becomes

z + W(Z) 0 o

and again the roots mast lie within the unit circle for stability.

-20-
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In detail, the equation becomes:-

z4.: z2 3 [_ 2+p + o.4c
2

+ ,2. (a + 2 + 75o(1-) - o.4(2(+) - a(o.416 + 0.31)]

+ z [- I - 750(a-1) 20 + 0.402 + (I+a)3 (o.41& + o.316s)]

+ [750o(a-) - P(o.J+16 + 0.316s)] - 0

Evaluation of the coefficients of the coxwespornding transformed equation,
and substitution of trial values of r leads to the conditio:-

r< -7 seos for stability.

S 21-
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APPED3 IV

Simulator details

IV. 1 General

Most of the simulation was performed on a s.ngle-cabinet G-PAC computer,
consisting of 20 drift-corrected D.C. amplifiers and built-in power supplies.
The computing networks are mounted on plates which plug in to the amplifiers,
so that computing impedances are readily ahanged if necessary. Interoonneo-
tions are made from the fronts of the computing plates and signal bus-bars
are available at the tide of the cabinet, as are the computing voltages
(± 100V) and step voltages (± 100 V). Facilities are available for intro-
ducing initial conditions onto the amplifiers when used as integrators.

IV.2 The sampling device

The simulation of the sampling device is basioaly that used in Ref.1.
An asymmetric multivibrator drives a high speed relay whose moving contact
carries the error signal (Fig. 20); for most of the multivibrator period (the
"1space") the moving arm makes with an isolated fixed contact, but during the
relatively short "marl' period contact is made with the other fixed contact
which is connected via a small resistor to the storage capacitor (clamp).
(The purpose of the small resistor is to ensure that the cathode follower of
the previous amplifier is not called upon to supply too mach current).

Since the relay makes contact for a finite time - approximately the
"markl period of the multivibrator - the arrangement is not a true sampling
device, i.e. its output is not in the form of 8-functions. However, provided
that the mark-space ratio of the multivibrator J.s less than, say, 0.05, a
good approximation to a sampling device is obtained.

IV.3 The delay mechanism

The production of a delay equal to one sampling period is obtained by
using an exteision of the sampling simulator previously described. An
asymmetric multivibrator drives a Type 3000 heavy-duty relay; during the
short "mark" period this zkelay closes a circuit putting 2)+V on the coil of a
standard four-bank double-arm uniselector. The input voltage (error signal)
is connected to the first wiper and the output lead is connected to the
second wiper; a storage capacitor is connected (through a amall resistor)
to the first contact of bank i and the output of this condenser is taken to
the third contact of bank 2; similarly a second storage condenser is con-
nected between contact 2 of bank I and contact 4 of bank 2, and so on. In
this case five storage condensers were used, and every fifth contact on each
bank was commoned. The mode of operation is as follows. Suppose that all
the capacitors have no charge on them and that at t = 0 the wipers are on
contact 1; then at t = i the wipers move on to contact 2 and the error
signal is applied to contact 2, bank i. The output (i.e. the voltage on
contact 2, bank 2) is zero, since this is the voltage on the capacitor whose
input is contact 50, bank I (s contact 5p bank I). Now at t = 2v the
wipers move on to contact 3 and the voltage left on contact 2, bank 1, is
that appropriate to the error signal at t = 2v and not t = -r. The
voltage picked off contact 3, bank 2, is the output of the capacitor whose
input is contact 1p bank ',; i.e. the output at t = 2s is the error voltage
appropriate to t = r. Then at t = 3- the wipers move to contact 4 and
in this case the output wiper picks off the voltage from the capacitor whose
input is contact 2, bank I. This voltage is that corresponding to the error
at t = 2v (see above) and so a delay between input and output, of length
r, is obtained.

- 22 -
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In final form, the sampling unit and delaying. unit are oombined into one
unit, and a switching arrangement is provided so that the output of the unit
may be sampled but not delayed, or sampled and delayed by one sample period.

-23-
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